: Recovery of ASML cells in draining lymph nodes: Cryosections of the popliteal LN of BDX rats receiving an ifp injection of 1x10 6 ASML wt or -CD151 kd and/or -Tspan8 kd cells at autopsy. From the rats receiving ASML-CD151/Tspan8 kd cells, the LN of the one rat developing metastasis was selected. Sections were stained for CD151, Tspan8, CD9 and the ASML marker CD44v6. Staining with anti-CD44v6 confirms the stability of the CD151 kd and/or Tspan8 kd in vivo.
kd cells: cloning efficacy is impaired; CD151 promoted inhibition of cell motility is also seen in ASML-CD151/Tspan8 kd cells; CD151 and Tspan8 equally contribute to matrigel invasion and penetration, the latter being completely abolished in ASML-CD151/Tspan8 kd cells; transmigration through an endothelial cell monolayer is severely impaired in ASML-Tspan8 kd and -CD151/Tspan8 kd cells. Tspan8 and more pronounced CD151 contribute to exosome uptake, which is strongly reduced in ASML-CD151/Tspan8 kd exosomes. Exosomes are most readily taken up by Mφ and DC, followed by B cells and granulocytes and least efficiently by T cells. The efficacy of the uptake by leukocyte subpopulations is independent from exosomal CD151 and Tspan8, but target cell CD53 appears to contribute to exosome uptake. kd and/or -Tspan8 kd tumor-bearing rats were stained with the anti-MMP2, -MMP9, -ADAM17, -coll IV and -LN332; scale bar: 250µm; representative examples are shown. Particularly in vivo, repeated ASML wt exosome application is accompanied by MMP2, MMP9 and ADAM17 enrichment as well as coll IV and LN332 degradation. Enrichment of MMP2 depends on CD151, enrichment of MMP9 and TACE on Tspan8. Coll IV degradation is completely inhibited in the absence of CD151, LN332-degradation is impaired in ASML-CD151 kd and ASML-Tspan8 kd exosome-treated rats. With the exception of VEGFR1, expression of RTK is not affected by the CD151 kd and/or the Tspan8 kd in ASML cells, expression in exosomes is unaltered. Instead, exosomal CD151-and Tspan8-competent exosomes promote VEGFR3 expression in ASML-CD151/Tspan8 kd cells.
